
How Old! 

Purpose:  
The purpose of this activity is to engage students in solving a problem involving fractions. 

Achievement Objectives: 
NA4-1: Use a range of multiplicative strategies when operating on whole numbers. 

NA4-3: Find fractions, decimals, and percentages of amounts expressed as whole numbers, simple 

fractions, and decimals. 

Description of mathematics:  
The background knowledge and skills that need to be established before and/or during this activity 

are outlined in the diagram below: 

 

Expressing one value as a multiple of another 

I earn three times the salary as my brother does. He earns $31, 000 per year. How much do I earn? 

  

Expressing one value as a fraction of another 

My feet are exactly one seventh of my height. I am 161 cm tall. How long are my feet? 

  

Writing an equation from a word problem 

Renting a car costs $55 per day rented, plus an admin charge of $75. Write the cost of renting a 

car, R in terms of the number of days, D the car is rented for. 

  

Solving a word problem, in context 

Renting a car costs $55 per day rented, plus an admin charge of $75. Find number of days a car 

was rented for, if the total cost was $680. 

This activity may be carried out with step by step guidance, or by allowing the student to follow their 

own method of solution. The approach should be chosen in sympathy with students' skills and depth 

of understanding. 

  



Activity:  
I am twice my brother's age and one fifth my mother's 

age.  

My dad is older than mum by half my brother's age. 

All our ages are whole numbers. 

I go to school but my brother doesn't yet. 

How old are we? 

  



The arithmetic approach 
The student is able to form and solve appropriate equations in order to solve the problem. 

Prompts from the teacher could be: 

1. How are you going to go about solving this problem? Will you test out a range of possible 
ages to get one to fit? 

2. What do the clues tell you about the ages of the family members? 
3. Start with a possible age of one of the children. Use this to calculate the ages of the other 

family members. 
4. Try other possible ages of that child. 

  



The procedural algebraic approach 
The student is able to form and solve appropriate equations in order to find the solution set for the 

problem. 

Prompts from the teacher could be: 

1. How are you going to go about solving this problem? Will you test out a range of possible 
ages to get one to fit? Could you make one of the children's age x, and work from there? 

2. Try writing each of the family members' age in terms of x. 
3. What do the clues tell you about the range of possible ages of the family members? 
4. Start with a possible age of one of the children. Use this to calculate the ages of the other 

family members. 
5. Try other possible ages of that child. 
6. Is there only one solution set for this problem? 

 

 

 

  



The conceptual approach   
The student is able to find the solution set to a problem, using the patterns and relationships 

described. 

The students are encouraged to work with natural (counting) numbers for trials of scale factors, 

generalising by using n. 

Prompts from the teacher could be: 

1. What do the clues tell you about the ages of the family members? 
2. List any limiting factors for the age of a family member. 
3. Once you have narrowed down a (set of) possible age(s), check that these ages of the family 

are consistent with the problem. 
4. Is there only one solution set for this problem? 

 

 

 


